Transcription is controlled by promoter-selective factors, which bind to cis-regulatory elements in a specific subset of genes. Regulation by these factors involves direct interactions with the general transcriptional machinery as well as interactions with co-activators and co-repressors. These co-regulators often function by modifying the covalent or non-covalent structure of the chromatin template thereby altering promoter usage.
Studies of the Escherichia coli bacteriophage λ cI protein, λ repressor, first established the importance of transcription factor cooperativity in gene regulation. λ repressor binds to multiple tandemly arranged sites in the λ genome to activate its own expression and to repress genes required for lytic growth of the bacteriophage. The binding is cooperative -adjacent repressor molecules interact to stabilize their association with the DNA template. Thus, small changes in the concentration of λ repressor result in large changes in binding site occupancy and therefore in a switch between lysogenic and lytic growth.
In prokaryotes, transcription factor cooperativity is the exception rather than the rule. However, in eukaryotes, it seems to be critical to most aspects of transcription factor function. In eukaryotic cells, regulated transcription is almost always conferred by composite regulatory modules -enhancersthat contain binding sites for multiple factors. Enhancers contain the information that ensures each gene will be active at the correct times in the correct cells. Decoding this information depends on direct and indirect interactions between the DNA-bound factors, which often result in the cooperative assembly of an enhancer-bound complex. In addition, factors can cooperate by influencing one another's regulatory activity or DNA-binding specificity.
This review is a brief summary of three examples of cooperativity among transcription factors. These are: cooperative interactions that occur at the enhancer of the interferon-β (IFNβ) gene to assemble a multiprotein 'enhanceosome'; cooperative interactions between Extradenticle (Exd) and factors encoded by the Drosophila and vertebrate homeotic (Hox) gene clusters, which partially account for the specificity of homeotic proteins; and a cooperative interaction involving the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), which is an example of transcription factor cooperativity that does not require cooperative binding to DNA.
Cooperative assembly of the β β-interferon enhanceosome
Many enhancers nucleate the formation of a large nucleoprotein complex called an enhanceosome that consists of the enhancer DNA, multiple promoter selective factors and additional 'architectural factors'. Enhanceosomes are thought to assemble as single cooperative units stabilized by multiple protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions. As a result of this cooperativity, the absence of a single factor greatly destabilizes the enhanceosome. This ensures that an enhancer will only be active when the correct combination of factors is present, making it possible to integrate multiple inputs to regulate the activity of a promoter.
The enhanceosome that directs viral induction of the IFNβ gene has been very well characterized. The IFNβ enhancer is approximately 100 base pairs long and contains binding sites for several promoter selective factors, including ATF-2-c-Jun, IRF-3, IRF-7 and NF-κB (Figure 1 ).
Mutating the DNA-binding site for any one of these factors dramatically reduces enhancer activity. Furthermore, insertion of a halfhelical turn of DNA between the binding sites of any two factors greatly reduces transcriptional activity, while insertion of a full helical turn does not. These findings suggest that the combined effect of these factors on transcription is not simply additive, and requires the alignment of multiple factors on the same face of the DNA helix to allow adjacent factors to interact, thereby promoting cooperative enhanceosome formation.
Cooperative assembly of the IFNβ enhanceosome requires the architectural factor HMGI(Y) . This protein probably does not participate in activation directly. Rather, it facilitates enhanceosome formation, at least in part, by binding to the minor groove of the DNA at certain sites within the enhancer and altering the curvature of the DNA to favor transcription factor binding. The IFNβ enhanceosome. Transcriptional activation by the IFNβ enhancer requires the assembly of a multiprotein complex -the enhanceosome. This complex contains the DNA-binding transcription factors ATF-2-c-Jun, IRF3, IRF7, and NF-κB. These factors assemble cooperatively on a chromatin template with the help of an architectural factor HMGI(Y). The transcription factors form a high-affinity interface for the recruitment of co-activators, including CBP. The co-activators interact with the chromatin template to render the promoter accessible to the basal machinery. In addition, they interact with the general machinery directly to stabilize the interaction of the transcription complex with the promoter. Whenever activators work together to activate genes in a manner that is greater than additive, the result is termed 'synergistic activation'. Cooperative binding to the enhancer is one mode of synergy; other important mechanisms involve cooperative protein-protein interactions. For example, the CBP co-activator interacts independently with several of the factors that bind to the IFNβ enhancer, including NF-κB and ATF-2-c-Jun. When assembled onto the enhancer, these factors form a high-affinity landing pad for the cooperative recruitment of CBP.
Cooperative interactions between Hox factors and Extradenticle
Hox proteins are a family of homeodomain-containing transcription factors responsible for determining segmental identity in metameric organisms. The Drosophila Hox proteins include Labial (Lab), Deformed (Dfd), Antennapedia (Antp), Ultrabithorax (Ubx), and Abdominal A (Abd-A). Orthologous proteins exist in vertebrates. The homeodomain is an example of a helix-turn-helix DNA recognition motif, the second helix of which, the recognition helix, inserts into the DNA major groove where it is responsible for the recognition of appropriate response elements ( Figure  2 ). Most Hox factors contain almost identical recognition helices, and have essentially the same in vitro DNAbinding specificity. Thus, one might naively expect most Hox factors to regulate the same target genes in vivo. This is paradoxical since different Hox factors specify the identity of different segments of an organism.
A partial resolution to this paradox may be provided by the ability of certain interacting factors to modulate Hox target gene specificity in vivo. A well-characterized example is Drosophila Exd and its mammalian ortholog Pbx. These proteins share a divergent homeodomain that recognizes a different DNA element from that recognized by the Hox factors. The ability of Exd to modify Hox protein function relies, in part, on the ability of Exd and Hox proteins to bind cooperatively to composite DNA elements containing binding sites for both proteins. The structural basis for cooperativity is revealed by the crystal structure of the Exd-Hox complex (Figure 2) . Most importantly, a hydrophobic interaction between a conserved YPWM motif in Hox proteins and a hydrophobic pocket in Exd stabilizes the cooperative unit.
While the different Hox factors do not exhibit significantly different sequence specificity when binding to DNA alone, the binding specificity of a cooperative Exd-Hox complex is partly dependent on the identity of the Hox protein in the complex. The Exd-Hox composite element consensus sequence is TGATNNAT. The first four nucleotides in this sequence constitute the Exd recognition element, while the remaining four nucleotides (underlined) constitute the Hox recognition element. Different Exd-Hox cooperative complexes prefer different nucleotides at positions 5 and 6 of the consensus element. For example, when nucleotides 5 and 6 are GG, the composite element binds much more tightly to a combination of Lab and Exd than to a combination of Dfd and Exd. In contrast, when nucleotides 5 and 6 are TA, Exd-Dfd binds the composite element somewhat more tightly than Exd-Lab.
The structural basis for this specificity is not clear. Experiments with chimeric Hox proteins suggest that the amino-terminal arm of the homeodomain largely accounts for the different effects of the Hox proteins. However, in the structures of the Exd-Hox-DNA complexes, the amino-terminal arm of the Hox protein does not make specific contact with the DNA (Figure 2) .
While the DNA-binding specificity of an Exd-Hox complex depends on the identity of the Hox protein, not all Exd-Hox protein combinations exhibit a unique DNAbinding specificity. For example, Antp, Ubx, and Abd-A all cooperate with Exd to bind similar, perhaps identical composite elements. Thus, while the ability of Exd to alter Hox protein specificity through cooperative binding may partially explain the specificity of Hox proteins during development, it is clearly only a part of the story. Additional specificity may be provided by cofactors that alter Hox protein activity after binding has occurred. For example, Exd may be required for the ability of Hox proteins to activate transcription, but dispensible for the ability of Hox proteins to repress transcription.
Cooperativity and the glucocorticoid receptor
Important examples of transcription factor cooperativity are provided by the glucocorticoid receptor (GR). This factor remains in the cytoplasm until cells are stimulated with steroid hormones of the glucocorticoid Magazine R251
Figure 2
Exd and Ubx bound to a composite DNA element. Both factors contain a homeodomain consisting of three α-helices. The two homeodomains interact with opposite faces of the double helix. The cooperativity is largely explained by a hydrophobic interaction between a conserved YPWM sequence in Ubx, which is found amino-terminal to the homeodomain in most Hox factors, and the turn between helices 1 and 2 in Exd. This figure is reproduced with permission from Passner et al. Nature 1999, 397:714-719.
family. The hormone-bound form of GR then moves into the nucleus where it binds to GR response elements (GREs) in multiple target genes to elicit a transcriptional response. Many GR target genes harbor multiple GREs and molecules of GR bound to these multiple elements act synergistically. The mechanism behind this synergy is not understood, but unlike activation by the λ repressor or by the IFNβ enhancesome, it does not appear to require cooperative binding to DNA. This is a case where transcription factor cooperativity is largely due to events that occur after DNA binding.
A clue to the mechanism of GR cooperativity comes from the analysis of mutant receptors. Mutations in a region termed the synergy control (SC) motif enhance the ability of multiple DNA-bound molecules of GR to activate transcription in a synergistic manner. This suggests that synergistic activation may be repressed by a hypothetical 'synergy control factor' and that this factor may be cooperatively recruited by multiple DNA-bound SC motifs (Figure 3) .
The SC motif has the consensus sequence (I/V)KXE. Similar motifs have been identified in other factors and mutations in them generally result in increases in activation potential. Intriguingly, similar motifs were independently identified in the androgen receptor as target sites for conjugation to the small ubiquitinlike modifier-1 protein (SUMO-1). Indeed, the SC consensus sequence is essentially identical to the SUMO-1 conjugation consensus sequence. Furthermore, the SC motif in GR is itself a target for SUMO-1 conjugation. These findings suggest that SUMO-1 conjugation plays a role in regulating transcriptional synergy perhaps by interfering with the recruitment of the hypothetical synergy control factor ( Figure 3) . As rates of SUMO-1 conjugation are influenced by environmental factors such as cellular stress, SC motifs may provide a means to regulate transcription factor cooperativity in response to changes in the environment.
Future prospects
The regulation of eukaryotic genes almost always depends on cooperative interactions between factors. This is essential to allow the rich array of transcriptional responses required for both development and adaptation to the environment. We are only beginning to decipher the mechanisms governing this cooperativity, which include processes such as the cooperative assembly of large DNA-bound protein complexes and the cooperative recruitment of positively and negatively acting co-regulatory proteins.
One of the hopes of the genomics revolution is that we will eventually be able to predict how a gene will function, for example, in development, by simply analyzing its sequence. Given the conservation in protein coding sequences between diverse organisms, it is highly likely that the evolution of developmental complexity is due more to the evolution of enhancers than to the evolution of coding regions. If we are ever to predict developmental phenotypes from gene sequences, it will be essential to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms by which transcription factors cooperate with one another to define transcriptional states. Negative regulation of synergy by a hypothetical synergy control factor (SCF). Glucocorticoid receptor contains a synergy control (SC) motif, which is also present in a large variety of other factors capable of synergistic transcriptional activation. In this speculative model, multiple SC motifs are proposed to be required for the recruitment of SCF, which therefore specifically interferes with synergistic activation. SCF binding can be blocked either by mutation of the SC motif or by the conjugation of the ubiquitinlike protein SUMO-1 to the SC motif.
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